women's writing to homosexual poetry, to slang in rÃ©beÃ¼ka, to prose as a minor genre in Greece. Perhaps the comparison between translation and one minor discourse, women's writing, was too neat an organizing principle. A more productive approach might emphasize the co-implication of translation and various minor literatures and address some of the shared theoretical and practical concerns of translating a women's text, a homosexual poem, slang, or a minor genre in an already minor literature. If, as my own work had led me to suppose, women's writing had become one of the more dynamic sites of minor literature in the 1980s in Greece, this could be more fruitfully discussed in the context of a general discussion which drew on others' expertise.
In order to focus the debate I suggested that panelists read Gilles
Deleuze's and FÃ©lix Guattari's chapter entitled "What is a Minor Lit- it is minor because it is considered minor in the context of something major. What is obvious from Solomos to Seferis is that modern Greek literature has been constructed and has constructed itself in the shadow of a major classical language: ancient Greek. Modern Greek's deterritorialized status is all too familiar to those of us who are continually asked to distinguish our work from that of the ClassicistÂ-"no," we say, "modern Greek." And when Greek is given the status of a modern European language it is invariably compared to "major" 
